Th e De Bry collection of voyages, published in Frankfurt and Oppenheim between 1590 and 1634, has traditionally been regarded as dispensing a Protestant iconography of the New World. But for the analysis of the translated travel accounts in the collection, too long considered of secondary importance to the monumental copper engravings, a fundamentally different interpretation of the editors' objectives is in order. Th is article studies the Latin and German versions of the narratives, which offer a mosaic of variations disclosing a careful editorial strategy. While the German volumes were aimed at a predominantly Protestant readership, their Latin counterparts were adjusted to meet the demands of Catholic customers and humanists wary of religious polemic. Hence the first comprehensive set of images of early America reached readers across the Old World, regardless of their confessional allegiance. Commercial motives rather than the desire to spread a Protestant iconography determined the collection's representations.
Introduction
On July 19, 1593, the Antwerp bookseller Jan Moretus sent several crates of books to his old friend Benito Arias Montano in Seville.
1 Many recently published titles, which Moretus had purchased at the Easter Fair in Frankfurt, had arrived in his office only a few days earlier, and before his regular 1 Voyages (1590 Voyages ( -1634 (Leiden and Boston, 2008) . I wish to thank the anonymous reviewer of this journal for his criticisms and suggestions on the first draft. For Arias Montano's list of purchased books: Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp, Arch. no. 70, f97v.
Th is essay is based on research for my forthcoming book Th e Representations of the Overseas World in the De Bry Collection of
customers could come to the Golden Compasses to enjoy the new supply, those who had made their wishes known before the fairs, like the Spanish humanist, were sent the titles they had ordered. Th e printed material that was shipped to Seville-a mixture of theological treatises and botanical works-neatly reflects what one would consider to be the core interests of a learned reader in late sixteenth-century Europe.
Inconspicuous if not for its relatively high price of fourteen Brabant guilders was a work to which Moretus referred as 'Virginia, Florida et America fol'. Th e sequence of New World provinces, in combination with the format and the price, enables us to identify it as the first three volumes of the America-series published by Th eodore de Bry and his two sons Johan Th eodore and Johan Israel in Frankfurt-am-Main. Th is collection had quickly made an impression on booksellers and their customers alike after its first volume appeared in 1590, combining translated travel accounts with high-quality copper engravings newly introduced to the German book market. Moretus, after purchasing his first copies rather tentatively, was clearly persuaded of their saleability when he visited the Easter Fair in 1592, buying no less than eight copies of each of the first three volumes. At the September Fair, he obtained a further six copies of each, as the books were selling with a considerable profit in Antwerp. Arias Montano is one of many customers whose purchase of the De Bry collection of voyages is documented in the records of the Officina Plantiniana in Antwerp. 2 More than four centuries since Moretus dispatched the crates to Spain, the collection has lost little of its appeal, and is still well-known to anyone interested in early America. Its wonderful copper engravings formed the cornerstone of pictorial representations of the New World for the best part of two centuries after the voyages' initial appearance between 1590 and 1634. Traditionally, the collection has been thought of as both reflecting and shaping a Protestant representation of early America, and the procuring of the books by a Catholic scholar like Arias Montano may come as a surprise. When he placed the order for the De Bry volumes, after all, he was still responsible for cataloguing the library of King Philip II at the Escorial and purging its books according to inquisition guidelines. 2 Museum Plantin-Moretus, Arch. nos. 969-1029 for Moretus' purchases at the Frankfurt fairs; Arch. nos. 67-75, 171-80, 216-27 for the copies customers bought in the Antwerp bookstore in the period 1590-1620.
3 Ramiro Flórez, "Felipe II, Arias Montano, y fray José Sigüenza en la ordenación de los Bernadette Bucher, whose Icon and Conquest was long the only monograph on the collection, used the American iconography to develop her Levi-Straussian argument working from the assumption that it aimed to disseminate a Protestant agenda. While recent studies by Anna Greve and the participants of the University of Basel-based research project Translating Seen into Scene, led by Susanna Burghartz, have been less categorical, they have not discarded the idea of the collection's anti-Catholic and anti-Spanish nature. 4 Scholars writing more general studies of the representations of early America, from Anthony Grafton to Benjamin Schmidt, have ensured the wider dispersion of this perspective on the De Bry collection. ' Illustrated Travel Reports, 1590 -1630 , ed. Susanna Burghartz (Basel, 2004 .
5 Th e list of publications depicting the De Bry collection as reflecting and conveying an essentially Protestant message is of course more extensive. Th e studies mentioned here are two of the most influential works in the field: Anthony Grafton, April Shelford and Nancy Siraisi, New Worlds, Ancient Texts. Th e Power of Tradition and the Shock of Discovery (Cambridge MA and London, 1992) and had subsequently introduced to Germans the technique of including copper engravings into printed books. Th e collection of voyages, twentyfive folio volumes comprising the America-series and the lesser known, but largely similar India Orientalis-series, was the first of many illustrated publications of the De Bry firm. Th e voyages were crucial for the publishing house's prosperity right after its foundation in 1590, and for decades continued to be the backbone of the family's business strategy. Despite other impressive publications, like Jean-Jacques Boissard's compendium of Roman antiquities (6 vols.; 1597-1602) and Robert Fludd's hermetical treatises on the microcosm and macrocosm (4 vols.; 1617-1621), and smaller, cheaper works like emblem books, the voyages consistently accounted for more than half of the firm's revenues, even in the 1610s when few new volumes were added. For such an essential product, ideological considerations took a back seat to commercial incentives. 8 Frankfurt, as a city at the crossroads of traditional trade routes, twice annually attracted merchants from all over Europe to the fairs, where they purchased and sold their newest produce. From 1560, when the trade in printed books started to professionalize, until the beginning of the Th irty Years' War, the fairs became crucial dates in the calendar for anyone who liked to read, regardless of his religious background. An ever increasing number of booksellers from Germany and beyond made large number of works available wholesale. Th e local magistrates issued catalogues listing the newly published books to create even more interest. For the De Brys, settled in Frankfurt after leaving their temporary domicile in London in 1588, the fairs were highly meaningful events, judging by their efforts to finish each of the volumes of voyages just in time to have them included in the fair catalogues. Th e wide distribution of these fair catalogues was particularly important for the sale of De Bry's Latin versions of the accounts, which were aimed at an international readership.
Since the practice of translating the narratives into French and English had been abandoned after the first volume, and all subsequent parts were printed in German and Latin only, the volumes in Latin were to serve readers from Portugal to Poland, and from England to Venice. Such a large and diverse potential market required careful editing on the part of the publishers. In order to sell the voyages in the Southern Netherlands, in parts of France and the Holy Roman Empire, throughout Italy, and even on the Iberian peninsula, overemphasizing the Protestant nature of early modern Europe's overseas expansion would be ill-advised. Th e De Brys, then, decided not to alienate a large number of prospective customers, and modern claims that the collection of voyages formed a vehicle of Protestant representations are therefore not only wide of the mark, but also to some extent counter-intuitive.
Contemporary scholars did not need reminding of a publisher's habit of making the contents of books subservient to commercial imperatives. Jean-Jacques Boissard, who issued almost all his works in co-operation with the De Brys, complained about their lack of interest in the way in which he wanted to see his material published. Th e De Brys, he wrote repeatedly to the botanist Carolus Clusius, turned his manuscript of ancient Roman inscriptions into six separate volumes, which undermined the work's cohesion. Th ey also exaggerated the significance of engravings, and made mistakes that more educated publishers would not have committed. What Boissard did not know, and what would have certainly infuriated him further, was that the De Brys attempted to get Justus Lipsius to contribute to the volumes to enhance the status of the antiquarian work in the Republic of Letters. Clusius, himself a close friend of the De Brys who co-operated on the first three volumes of voyages, was embarrassed when, on behalf of the publishers, he had to ask Lipsius for this favor. His letter at least enabled him to voice his own opinion of the De Brys. To his scholarly friend Clusius complained that "you know these Germans: money is the only thing they care about". Lipsius, understandably, rejected the chance to contribute to Boissard's books. Who needs enemies with friends like these? But personal incongruencies aside, the reputation of the De Brys as shrewd booksellers was undisputed. Th e collection of voyages, as the most valuable asset of the firm, required exactly this type of commercial astuteness and, more urgently still in a religiously sensitive era, a sense of prudence. Calculations based on the archival material at the Museum Plantin-Moretus show that the collection accounted for roughly sixty per cent of the Moretus spending at the De Bry bookstore in Frankfurt for the period between 1590 and 1623, 10 even in years when the De Brys produced no new volumes of the collection. Publishing testimonies of activities overseas, moreover, could easily cause off ense around 1600. After the initial dominance of the Iberian monarchies, Protestant rivals like the Dutch, the English, and the French Huguenots had entered the fray, and had not hesitated to report of their overseas successes in bellicose terms, at the expense of the Spanish and the Portuguese. Inevitably these accounts, often best-sellers in Northern Europe, were used as pamphlets in the ongoing religious controversy, and were subsequently placed on the Index of Forbidden Books by the Holy Office in Rome, or by inquisitors in Spain and Portugal who were especially sensitive to Protestants reporting from Africa, Asia, and the New World. Although the effectuation of this form of censorship was problematic, an entry on the Index could significantly hamper a publisher's chance of selling his copies in Catholic territories.
Meanwhile Protestant readers expected a monumental collection like the America-series to include the most popular narratives which were not readily available in a familiar language. Jean de Lery's Histoire d' un voyage, describing his mission to 'Antarctic France' in the late 1550s, was one such example. Printed many times after its first edition of 1578, the report had gathered momentum in Protestant circles when the Genevan theologian Urbain Chauveton had added sharp polemic commentary. Hence the Latin version of the account, issued in 1586 in Geneva, was placed on the Index Librorum Prohibitorum by the Portuguese Inquisition, ever alert to reports on their colony in Brazil. Six years later, in 1592, the De Brys nonetheless relied heavily on this very edition for Volume III of their America-series. Since an unchanged Latin version would automatically have resulted in a further ban, they modified the text-common practice before incorporating accounts into their collection. Th e passages that Catholics would consider most aggravating were mitigated or simply omitted. Th e German edition of 1593, not recognizable as different from the Latin version on the outside, did not receive the same amount of editing. Intriguingly, however, despite retaining more of its antagonistic character than the corresponding Latin edition in the editorial process, the most controversial passages were also omitted from the German translation. Clearly both translations were carefully adjusted and censored by the De Brys, but in different ways, taking into account the difference in what they estimated to be the most likely group of customers.
A few examples taken from America III should demonstrate this point. Th e Geneva edition of De Léry's Histoire, or Historia in Latin, had opened with a substantial number of poems, psalms, and other preliminary material. Several of the most momentous alterations took place here. One of the most visible elements of De Léry's preface was Psalm 107, under the heading "To have experience is better than to have money and goods". Th e psalm was one of the underpinnings of Calvinist theology, elaborating on Divine providence and on the need for all humans to respect and fear God. Its seventeen verses occupied no less than five pages in the German De Bry edition, but were absent altogether from the Latin volume, almost certainly considered too partial for inclusion.
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All multi-page excerpts included in the German edition, yet omitted from the Latin translation, have in common an aggressive Reformed tone. Another text withheld from readers of the Latin volume was a letter from Nicolas Durand de Villegagnon, the colony's leader, to Calvin, written in Brazil in 1560.
12 After a group of fifteen Huguenot ministers, Other careful omissions in this volume corroborate the confessional reasoning behind the editing process. In the first few pages of his report, De Léry paid ample attention to the sending of missionaries from the 'Genevan church' to Brazil, devoting some five pages to the religious objectives of the operation in which he took part. Th e German De Bry translation copied this statement of intent, the Latin volume did not.
14 A little further on, Chapter Six of the Huguenot's account was missing in its entirety in Latin. Th is chapter discussed the growing rift between Villegagnon and De Léry's party, included a prayer by the colony's leader, and recorded a detailed theological debate between the Genevan ministers and Villegagnon, who, according to De Léry, was then still in the fold of the Reformed Church:
And not long hereafter, [Villegagnon et al.] started disputing several matters of religion, particularly regarding the Last Supper. For they [the colonists] rejected Papist transsubstantiation, and also totally discarded the consubstantiation: they were however, of a wholly different opinion, as they had been trained by ministers of God's word. Namely that bread and wine could by no means be changed into the body and blood of Christ, and also that the body and blood of Christ could not be one with bread and wine, but that Christ's body was in heaven. 13 De Léry, Historia, 103-104; America III (Ger) 149, half a paragraph was omitted from America III (Lat) 174, including the phrase ". . . wo nicht der Villegagno von der reinigkeit der Religion abgefallen were". Th e single sentence on the murder on one of the three Huguenots: De Léry, Historia, 155; America III (Ger) 176: "denn er deren einer war, die der Villegagno, wegen der Bekandtnuß der Reinigkeit deß Worts, liesse in das Still on the same page, De Léry then drew a personal conclusion, based on these theological disputations, that: "Doctor Calvinus is the most learned person since the age of the Apostles, and I have never read a teacher who better and more purely explained the Scripture".
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Confrontational commentary like this, so divisive throughout the sixteenth century, was not available to readers of the Latin America-volume. Yet controversy dictated De Léry's treatise. Th e De Brys consequently must have spent long hours in order to prepare the text for the presses. Another large chunk of text withheld from the Latin edition was voted to the Bartholomew's Day Massacre of 1572. Although De Léry did not hurl abuses at Catholics using the stinging rhetoric which many other Protestant authors had employed in the 1570s, he could not or did not avoid-and probably did not want to avoid-references to the confessional tension which had resulted in the Parisian bloodbath. Th e description of the massacre and the confessional hostilities in France filled no less than nine pages in German. 16 Adding up all the omissions, some twenty-two 'German' pages of De Léry's preliminaries and report were missing from America III in Latin, making this volume significantly less hefty than its counterpart in the vernacular.
17 Th e addition of nine extra engravings only partly compensated for this, the plates merely being second printings of illustrations already featured elsewhere in the book. would find out only three years later when one of their books did not receive the stamp of approval by the authorities and had to be issued elsewhere-the publishers opted to be prudent and erase the most strongly phrased anti-Catholic rhetoric from the German edition as well. While in preparing the introduction to their Latin edition of De Léry's narrative in 1592, the publishers had omitted as many as thirty-six of the original octavo-volume's preliminary pages, several of these passages were considered just as unacceptable for the German edition. Th e explicitly religious climax to one of De Léry's rhetorical outbursts, occupying almost two full pages in the Geneva version for example, was omitted entirely. Th e subsequent juxtaposition of "the Roman Church" and "we the Reformed" was also deemed too strong for inclusion into the German edition.
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Th e Success of the Editorial Strategy
Th e success of the De Brys in avoiding the wrath of the Catholic readership can be determined by looking at the collection's entry on the Spanish and Portuguese Indices. Th e Iberian inquisitorial tribunals, unlike the Holy Office in Rome, were not only in the position to forbid books altogether, but could also impose the expurgation of selected passages in order to allow the sale of the books. While the De Brys managed to include narratives such as De Léry's Histoire without inflaming Rome's Congregation of the Index to the point where America III, or even the collection as a whole, was forbidden, the Iberian friars were more alert to works describing their colonies. Th e Portuguese Index Librorum Prohibitorum proscribed De Léry's Histoire in the Geneva edition of 1586. Th e corresponding version issued in Frankfurt did result in the expurgation of selected passages, but, crucially, not the harmful prohibition of the entire work. Th e textual modifications made in the De Bry workshop successfully neutralised the unacceptable excerpts to achieve a more lenient inquisitorial assessment, in both Portugal and Spain. 21 Hence the sale of the volumes in the Iberian monarchies-to customers like Arias Montano-remained possible, albeit conditionally. At the same time, the Iberian Indices attracted a different type of attention north of the Pyrenees, where Northern European readers were eager to find out which passages had angered inquisitors in Madrid and Lisbon. Identical editions of the Indices re-appeared in Protestant strongholds like Geneva and Oxford, dedicated to champions of Protestantism like the Elector Palatine and 'Winter-King' Frederick V. 22 Th us the De Brys had the best of both worlds. Th eir books remained on the shelves of the Iberian bookstores, while those harboring anti-Spanish sentiments were even more prepared to buy the controversial literature.
So who purchased the volumes? Th e pattern of the De Bry collection's readership can be established in the records of Jan Moretus, the Antwerp bookseller, as many affluent people-a blend of humanists, merchants, noblemen, magistrates, and Counter-Reformation clerics-bought the De Bry volumes in his bookshop. Handwritten testimonies of ownership in surviving copies of the volumes and contemporary library and auction catalogues complement the archival material, and confirm that Catholics and Protestants in other parts of Europe were just as eager to possess the collection. Hence we can trace the voyages to the private libraries of Protestants as well as to prominent Catholics such as cardinal Francesco Barberini, the nephew of pope Urban VIII, and the long-time Spanish ambassador to England Don Diego Sarmiento de Acuña, Count of Gondomar. Several priests and bishops in the Southern Netherlands also possessed copies, as did the libraries of the Jesuit colleges in Paris and St. Omer. Likewise, public libraries in Catholic areas like the Biblioteca Angelica in Rome also contained the De Bry collection. Some copies, like the one in the monastery in Huerta in northern Spain, were expurgated according to the rules of the Spanish Index. engravings. Copper engravings were expensive, as their addition to printed books required a second pressing using a different type of press. A strategy of variation according to the different expectations of different readerships, in line with textual adjustments, was therefore out of the question. Th e De Brys found a solution to this problem by emphasizing the alterity of the overseas peoples, and paid particular attention to the heathen rituals performed abroad in an effort to enhance the contrast with Europe's shared Christian traditions. Th e construction of new engravings of pagan practices can be observed throughout the America-volumes. I shall illustrate the diversity of the additions with three examples.
In the first volume of the collection, based on John White's watercolors of the lost colony at Roanoke Island, one illustration was not based on the original drawings of Virginia. Th e De Brys designed an engraving of the pagan idol named Kiwasa, whose distinctly Floridian outlook suggests that the publishers may have derived their composition from an illustration by Jacques le Moyne also in their possession (ill. 1).
24 Th e addition of this pagan idol to a travel account conceived by Harriot and Hakluyt to attract English settlers to the New World was a clear break with the original iconography. Some Protestant readers may even have recognized familiar features of unreformed Christianity in the engraving of the idol. Th is composition and others betray the artistic education of Th eodore de Bry and his two sons in the Netherlands and in Strasbourg, where Protestant influences were rife. Yet the engraving was certainly acceptable to a Catholic audience as well, and the publishers stressed the pagan nature of the Algonquians by giving Kiwasa a prominent place on the title-page of the first volume, his feet resting on a buffalo skull (ill. 2). Two natives were added in humble veneration of the idol, ensuring Kiwasa's status as a representational instrument for pagan beliefs in Virginia. Th e inclusion of a pagan idol on the collection's first frontispiece was a significant decision in terms of marketing. Booksellers used title-pages to attract customers to their publications, and the beautifully engraved title-pages of the voyages almost certainly served this purpose.
25 Th e De Brys made paganism an instrumental part of their commercial strategy. Another type of iconographic rhetoric suited to enhance the otherness of the New World inhabitants can be found in the final engraving to Volume IV of the America-series.
26 Th e illustrations to every volume except America III and the abridgements of the late 1620s were attached to the translated account in a separate segment, after the text had finished. Hence the cycles of illustrations can be read as illustrated summaries of the travel accounts they accompany, with captions that were taken from the original narratives. In this sequence, the first and last engravings were of prime importance as they offered a first impression and a potentially lasting climax of European experiences respectively. America IV was the first of three volumes devoted to Girolamo Benzoni's critical account of Spanish brutalities in the New World, but the De Brys reserved the final slot in the cycle of twenty-four engravings for an illustration under the rather indiscriminate title "Th e religion of the Indians". Th e plate, invented by the De Brys in Frankfurt, showed a parade of half-naked native Americans worshipping unattractive idols in the shape of a five-headed deer with two tails, and two images with unmistakably diabolical features (ill. 3). Once again, the volume's title-page featured these native beliefs rather than the more numerous depictions of Spanish conquistadors elsewhere in the account. A gruesome idol, combining and expanding the characteristics of the three pagan statues in the final plate, was meant to capture the attention of potential customers across Europe (ill. 4).
Th e fourth volume of the America-series is also instructive for understanding the prudence of the De Brys when compared to other German translations of Benzoni's report which appeared at the same time. Th e last German edition to be published before the De Bry volume of 1594 had come off the presses in Helmstedt in 1590. A comparison with the De Bry volumes immediately reveals the more vigorous anti-Spanish and antiCatholic rhetoric of the Helmstedt edition, introducing readers in its foreword to "the Catholic, Spanish outrage" and its inspiring force, "the whole anti-Christian, devil-founded Papism".
27 Th e preface as a whole was thoroughly anti-Catholic, much more condemnatory than De Bry's 26 America IV, ill. xxiv. 27 interpretations which, both in Latin and in German, were unmistakable attempts to steer the collection away from unwelcome political controversy and from possible repercussions among censors across Europe. Several fragments of the preface in fact tried to lift some of the supposedly inherently Spanish defects like tyranny and greed from the shoulders of the conquistadors and put the blame on the broader Christian realm. In this light the version in the Frankfurt collection was anything but judgmental, mitigating rather than exacerbating the report's Black Legend tendencies. It certainly had a clear eye for other themes in Benzoni's account, like heathendom and disagreements among the Spanish.
Volume IX of the America-series, finally, offers an example of the remarkable selectiveness the De Brys applied to their collection. One of the two accounts included in this volume was the well-known Historia natural y moral de las Indias (1590), written by the Jesuit friar Jose de Acosta. Acosta comprehensively described the natural world, and used the work to launch his land-bridge thesis to explain the oriental roots of the native American population. Four of the work's seven books were devoted to naturalia and to the land-bridge thesis. Since the original version and its first translations did not include illustrations-the De Brys used the Dutch translation of 1598 prepared by Jan Huygen van Linschoten and Bernardus Paludanusthe Frankfurt publishers had to construct the treatise's iconography solely based on the text. Of the cycle of fourteen engravings they made, not a single image referred to passages in the first four books. Instead, the De Brys chose to focus once again on the alterity of the Amerindian populations, depicting the human sacrifices of the Aztecs and other brutal and violent pagan rituals (ill. 5).
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Th e adaptation of Acosta's account also discloses the expansion of (near-) nakedness in the De Bry collection. Th e fourth illustration of the cycle of fourteen portrayed the relationship between humans and llamas in Peru, depicting the natives as barely dressed, supposedly based on the Jesuit's observations (ill. 6).
30 Acosta had nevertheless noted that these same llamas yielded wool, and that "the Indians made stuffs of this wool, which they used to clothe themselves". Th e contrast between the original account and the illustration construed in Frankfurt was enhanced by the caption in the De Bry volume, which truthfully reported that the Inca manufactured wool products, before skipping the rest of the sentence that did not suit the objectives of the publishers.
31 Th e potentially complicating statement that the llamas favoured cold areas and were sometimes covered with ice and frost did not survive the De Brys' editorial methods either, as this could have alerted knowledgeable readers to the textual discrepancies. Modifications to the texts and to the illustrations clearly reveal a co-ordinated effort to alter the representations of the New World. Readers of the collection, in this case, were left with the impression of nearly naked Andeans. Since nakedness, like paganism, was easily recognizable to all Europeans as uncivilised-and un-Christian-the adjustments to the original account eased the sale of the collection's volumes throughout early modern Europe. 
Conclusion
Th e combination of modifications, both to the texts and to the iconography, distinctly shaped the representation of the New World in the accounts published by the De Bry family. Th ey enhanced the alterity of native Americans in various ways, by zooming in on topics such as nakedness and often gruesome pagan rituals. Hence the De Bry engravings can and should not be used in scholarly literature on early America in an uncritical fashion or, as so often happens, as attractive illustrations of the sixteenth-and seventeenth-century New World, without paying proper attention to the editorial strategy and to the changes made in the Frankfurt workshop. Likewise, to present the De Bry engravings as part of an anti-Spanish or anti-Catholic iconographic tradition recognized and embraced by Protestants across Europe misses the point. Th e De Brys were prudent publishers who relied on the sales figures of their magnum opus for the prosperity of the family firm, and thus attempted to meet the demands of a highly differentiated European readership. Th is balanced editorial strategy, fuelled by the estimated expectations of potential customers in early modern Europe, conditioned their representations of the New World. Th ese publishing objectives and the resulting textual variations should therefore be taken into account when discussing the De Bry engravings or using them to illustrate scholarly contributions on early America.
